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FIRE FIT 2
Protective Suit
▪▪Certified according to EN 469:2005 and
EN 1149-5 (antistatic)
▪▪Excellent protection for all firefighting
applications
▪▪Trusted and tested materials designed to
provide a comfortable fitting suit

FIRE FIT 2 Protective Suit

Protective jacket design

Protective trousers design

▪▪ Comfortable, ergonomically designed protective jacket

▪▪ Comfortable, ergonomically designed trousers
▪▪ 5 cm wide, fixed suspenders as standard
▪▪ Optimum fit is ensured through adjustable elasticated

provides the highest level of protection
▪▪ Specially designed sleeves ensure enhanced freedom
of movement
▪▪ Moisture blocker made from flame-retarding PUcoated aramide fabric on jacket ribbed cuffs and waist,
preventing ingress of moisture inside the jacket
▪▪ Robust, smooth-running plastic zipper, covered by
two flaps
▪▪ Flame protection collar can be pulled up to under
the helmet
▪▪ Individual width adjustment on the sleeves by Velcro
strap
▪▪ Sleeve ends with comfort NOMEX® knitted cuff and
thumb hole for added comfort
▪▪ Special workmanship ensures the jacket’s layers remain
in place when donning and doffing
▪▪ Radio pocket on left breast as standard
▪▪ With two inside side pockets with strap and push button
to attach a carabiner (not in delivery scope)
▪▪ 15 x 2.5 cm fleece strip for attaching a name strip
above the radio pocket
▪▪ Holding loop for PTT or microphone on the left
▪▪ Torso with 5 cm and 7.5 cm circumferential yellow/
silver/yellow reflective stripes, on the sleeves with 7.5
cm circumferential yellow/silver/yellow reflective strip
and on the front side at breast height horizontal with 5
cm yellow/silver/yellow reflective strips
▪▪ Back length 85 cm (size 52 - 54 C)

bands on each side

▪▪ Fly with zipper and Velcro fastener, covered by flap
▪▪ Two sewn-on side pockets, covered with flap; lower edge
of the pocket designed with bottom gusset
▪▪ 15 x 2.5 cm Velcro section to attach a name badge to
the left side pocket
▪▪ Moisture blocker made from flame-retardant PU-coated
aramide fabric preventing the ingress of moisture
▪▪ Additionally equipped with fixed sewn-in knee pad made
from water-repellent cellular rubber
▪▪ Knee reinforcement made from black flame-retarding
silicon-carbon coated para-aramide fabric
▪▪ Each leg has circumferential 5 cm and 7.5 cm yellow/
silver/yellow reflective stripes

Outer fabric:
NOMEX® Tough
approx. 195 g/m², color dark blue
Moisture barrier:
Water-proof and breathable
membrane, approx. 150 g/m²
Inner lining:
Aramide fleece with stitched
aramide/viscose covering,
sewn-in approx. 270 g/m²

Order data
141350

FIRE FIT 2 protective jacket

141352

FIRE FIT 2 “HuPF” protective jacket
like 141350 but with “HuPF”-style striping, panic zipper and fleece section to allow
a 38 x 8 cm spine label to be attached (optional)

141351

FIRE FIT 2 protective trousers

Sizes

40-42 to 60-64 each in three lengths: B (164–172), C (172–180) and D (180–188)

Weight

Jacket approx. 1.55 kg (size 48-50C), trousers approx. 1.33 kg (size 48-50C)

1405966

Name strip approx. 15 x 3 cm, indicate band embroidery color

140949

Rear lettering directly on the back of the jacket,
rear lettering in capital letters, lettering height 4 cm, first line: FIRE DEPARTMENT,
second line: MUNICIPALITY, indicate lettering color when ordering!

141062

Detachable rear lettering on Velcro (only for 141352)
Size 38 x 8 cm, two lines, lettering height 3 cm
Protective jacket with “HuPF”-style striping
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